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Western Sephardic Jewry and the Library of the Ets Haim
Yesiba in Early Modern Amsterdam
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Mass production of books in the early modern period broadened the quest
for learning, promoted the invention of new educational tools, and generated wider social networks. As wealthy individuals assembled vast collections of texts, and institutions formed new spaces as centers of specialized
scholarship, an increasingly large and diversified readership gained access
to, utilized, and shaped knowledge on a grand scale. Semipublic libraries developed into cultural hubs, at once enabling and driving intellectual, social,
and religious developments in Europe.
In the first decades of the seventeenth century, a book collection belonging to the Ets Haim Yesiba (Tree of Life Seminary), the scholastic arm of
Western Sephardic Jewry in Amsterdam, emerged as the period’s first Jewish institutional library.1 It grew in size and importance as thousands of
Conversos emigrated to the Dutch Republic in search of religious tolerance
and financial opportunity. As a whole, these newly professing Jews, whose
ancestors had been forcibly baptized in Spain and Portugal, took advantage
of their new surroundings. They amassed immense wealth through mercantilism, formed new communities in western Europe and across the Atlantic, and built strong communal institutions, including a host of charities,
the Talmud Torah educational system (under which formed the Ets Haim
Yesiba),2 and the monumental Esnoga synagogue.3 They forged an identity
as a Naçao (Nation) and frequently referred to themselves as “Portuguese”
Jews, indicative of a deeply intertwined Jewish and Iberian heritage.4 As
carriers of new knowledge, books—specifically, traditional texts in Hebrew,
and Bibles, liturgies, and legal works in vernacular languages—supported
the population’s Judaization, particularly within the walls of the Ets Haim
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Adolf van der Laan, ’t Gesigt van de Portugeese en Hoogduy[t]se Jodenkerken tot Amsterdam (Amsterdam: Pieter van Gunst, ca. 1710). Image provided
by the Library of the Jewish Theological Seminary (PNT A41.1.21.1). The imposing Portuguese synagogue (Esnoga) appears on the left, with the Ets Haim Yesiba
and its library located in the smaller building in front of it. The Great Synagogue of
the Ashkenazic community is situated across the canal on the right.

The library of the Ets Haim Yesiba stands as a unique development in
the history of premodern Jewry, and possibly of religious and communal
institutions in early modern Europe in general. It did not belong to any
single person, grew under the decentralized and ever-changing leadership of
elected officials (parnasim), and served the broad religious and moral concerns of the Portuguese Jewish community. Unlike contemporary patrician
and university libraries, formed by or for and according to the whims of intellectual and socioeconomic elites, the Yesiba’s collection was a formal repository of texts funded by patrons and community coffers in the service of
an expansive educational program. The Livraria, as it became known, originated as a sort of purchasing department responsible for providing students
with textual and ritual supplies in support of their primary instruction. As
the community grew, however, so did the school and its library. Through
decades of Converso immigration, crises posed by nonbelievers and religious enthusiasts,5 and the expansion of the Western Sephardic diaspora,
religious and lay leadership formed a rabbinic library of record consisting
of hundreds and eventually thousands of volumes. Throughout its history,
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its user base included pupils enrolled in yeshiva, elder students in the community seeking greater textual fluency, and scholars in the Medras Grande
(the highest class of the Yesiba) pursuing advanced studies and working on
their own publications.
The Library’s maturity reflected broad European developments in authorship, publishing, and reading, as book collections began to fill rooms
rather than mere shelves. Collecting still required literacy, money, supplies,
and texts from which to copy, but printing with movable type, particularly
in cultural and economic centers like Amsterdam, revolutionized the availability of materials and the capacity to publish. Greater access to texts and
increased literary awareness contributed to intellectual and social development. In the case of Portuguese Jewry, the Ets Haim’s growing Judaica library facilitated the broader community’s rabbinicization, or adoption of a
rabbinic text-based Jewishness that existed outside the Naçao’s exceptional
history and self-conception. From the start, and into the modern period,
Portuguese officials ensured the Ets Haim procured rabbinic texts in support
of traditional study. In the eighteenth century, as greater numbers of Portuguese Jews settled outside of Amsterdam or abandoned religious conviction,
the communal board (Mahamad) increased support of advanced students in
the Medras Grande through regular acquisition of newly published material
in and out of Amsterdam.6 Whereas the Livraria initially attended to educational needs, it came to represent the religious ideals upheld by only a small
segment of Portuguese society. As such, the story of the Ets Haim Library
offers rare insight into the ways that textuality, materiality, and edification
intertwined in the development of an early modern Jewish community.
Using shelf lists and, more significantly, annual acquisition records, this
paper explores the development of the Ets Haim Library and its impact
on Western Sephardic Jewish identity and culture. It addresses three sets
of questions: How did the Ets Haim acquire its books, from whom and
under what circumstances? What did Portuguese interest in rabbinic books
signify about the community’s perceived uniqueness, especially considering
the public’s continued adherence to Iberian languages and culture? Did the
Ets Haim Library act merely as a facilitator of intellectual, religious, and
cultural activity, or did it embody meaning in its own right? In tackling
these issues, I will highlight how Portuguese lay leadership sought to ensure
the success of its educational institution, as well as the significance of its
rabbinate, through the frequent and widespread purchase of canonical texts
and newly published rabbinic scholarship. Furthermore, I will argue that
the building of an institutional library drove the development of Portuguese
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Jewish identity, and that adoption of tradition, paradoxically, played a role
in the community’s social, intellectual, and cultural modernization.
Conversos started arriving in the Dutch Republic at the end of the sixteenth
century. In Portugal and Spain they had developed as a distinct group, neither wholly Jewish nor Christian,7 with some assimilating and seeking acceptance as New Christians and others surreptitiously maintaining tradition and Jewish self-awareness.8 For those wishing to live openly as Jews,
re-Judaizing in northwestern Europe entailed navigating an identity and
past that had been severed from living Jewish culture for generations. To
facilitate this process, they turned to rabbinic leadership outside their milieu, importing communal rabbis from abroad to fulfill religious functions.
Consequently, as we will see, they cultivated an institutional library to train
their own scholars and participate in the wider Jewish intellectual world.9
Initially consisting of disparate congregations, Portuguese Jewry formed
a strong and centralized community within decades of professing their faith
in Amsterdam. In 1616, two synagogues cooperated to establish a school to
educate their boys in traditional Jewish subjects. Although dispute led to the
formation of a new congregation three years later, the city’s Sephardic population officially formed a unified community with a single place of worship
in 1639. Their merger paved the way for the making of the Ets Haim Yesiba,
an expanded educational institution containing several classes and a book
repository. In the coming decades, elected officials, including six parnasim
and one treasurer, oversaw the performance of its faculty and students and
(most important for the purposes of this article) the growth of the Livraria.
The community’s cantors (hazanim)
generally served as librarians, working
.
with lay and rabbinic leaders to acquire and distribute texts for schooling
and maintain the standing library. In addition to the wherewithal of Ets
Haim officials, the collection of the Western Sephardic seminary grew by
virtue of its position in one of the world’s wealthiest and most connected
cities, itself a center of printing that drew authors and editors far and wide.
Almost from their inception, Amsterdam’s Portuguese Jews engaged in
book collecting for communal or congregational purposes. When the separate synagogue congregations united in 1639, they combined their respective collections, recording a total of 167 books (mostly rabbinic) in a large
communal register in 1640.10 That act set the tone for the next century
and a half, as trustees of the Ets Haim ordered the periodic compilation of
shelf lists to check the work of their librarians. These inventories are not
catalogues, for they primarily detail transliterated titles only, but they nevertheless collectively provide evidence of a growing institutional library.11
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Table 1
Shelf lists of the library in the Ets Haim Yesiba.
Year
1640
1641
1642
1672
1680
1693
1694
1695
1696
1697
1698
1710
1764

Number of titles recorded
167
185
210
221
233
242
290
293
293
293
306
382
685

The volumes integrated in 1639 grew to 185 within two years, and to 210
within three. Although the Yesiba officially added fewer than a dozen volumes to its library over the next thirty years, the rate of acquisition for the
Livraria increased significantly towards the end of the 1690s and into the
eighteenth century. In 1710 scribes enumerated 382 books, and five decades
later librarians itemized more than three hundred additional titles (Table 1).
Who exactly carried out this work, how, and under what circumstances is
difficult to determine. Presumably, chief librarians labored with assistants,
the latter of whom may have been students in the Ets Haim in need of additional funds. One source indicates that Isaac Hayim Abendana de Britto,
a long-standing scholar in the Medras Grande who became co-chief rabbi in
1728, reviewed the Livraria and its existing catalog in 1719.12
The shelf lists offer snapshots of the Yesiba’s permanent book collection,
but another quite astonishing archival source enlivens what otherwise appears as a fixed collection. Between 1664 and 1805, Portuguese officials
documented the Ets Haim’s annual purchases of books and ritual items.13
Administrators regularly collected receipts and, at year’s end, recorded information in large registers that also detailed the Yesiba’s protocols, annual elections, and student activities.14 These acquisition lists show that, in
any given year, the Ets Haim acquired Bibles, Talmuds, legal codes, prayer
books, grammars, responsa (legal rulings), and commentaries on the Bible,
Talmud, and legal codes. To varying degrees, entries included information
about an imprint, the number of volumes acquired, the cost, the bookseller
and possibly binder, and the recipient of the purchase. Studying the docu-
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Figure 2. SAA 334, no. 1053, p. 34. Acquisitions in the Ets Haim Yesiba for the
year 5492 (1732–1733).

ments provides a sense of class sizes, the prices of books and book bindings, the cost of ritual items such as ritual fringes (tsitsit) and phylacteries
(tefilin), and the Yesiba’s educational program (Figure 2). Over the 140-year
period in which the Yesiba regularly recorded purchases, dozens of entries
reference Hebrew book titles. The titles are short, incomplete, and transliterated in a Portuguese flavor,15 but comparing these intermittent references
to bibliographies, looking only at imprints issued in years prior to the date
of procurement, occasionally enables one to identify a specific acquisition.
Only a small percentage of entries refer to texts purchased for the Livraria itself, indicating the nebulous development of the institution. The documents show that the men responsible for building the library devoted most
of their time to acquiring supplies for students. Though hundreds of books
came in from numerous sources every year, destined for the personal use of
the Yesiba’s pupils and instructors, librarians only occasionally placed single
volumes in the room housing the curated collection. It seems clear that, at
least in the early modern period, the Livraria was not particularly venerated
in its own right. In 1642, three years after the separate Portuguese congregations unified in Amsterdam, scribes itemized books housed in the study
rooms of rabbis Saul Levy Morteira, Menasseh Ben Israel, and Isaac Aboab
in an effort to account for all volumes owned by the community.16 Except
for a single year decades later, there is no additional evidence that the Ets
Haim kept track of the books borrowed by its rabbis.17 In fact, parnasim
inconsistently ordered assessments of the collection, even after protocols instituted in 1728 required the transcription of annual shelf lists. Other rules
instituted that same year, including the need to return borrowed books to
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the library by the end of each day and the need for two librarians to be on
duty at all times, suggests that frequent users treated the Livraria as their
own, to the detriment of the collection’s integrity.18
Still, the Livraria persisted as a place of importance. Although subordinate to the task of assisting students and teachers, growing a collection for
advanced rabbinic study stood as informal policy at least from the midseventeenth century. Ets Haim book collecting seems to have been driven
by two goals: one, to supply pupils with texts in pursuit of a well-rounded
Jewish education as defined by lay and rabbinic leadership; and two, to
support advanced study in the Medras Grande and build a rabbinic library
sufficiently rich to enable scholars to publish their own work. The majority
of the Ets Haim’s transactions fell under the purview of the former goal,
with numerous line-item entries stating every year that so-and-so sold or delivered so many Pentateuchs, books of Psalms, or Torah commentaries19 to
be used in classes of younger students. The yearly acquisition of many volumes of a given text suggest that students retained their own copies. Many
of the remaining entries in the lists, including most cases of an identifiable
title, served the scholarly purpose cultivated in the Medras Grande. Titles
purchased singularly for the Livraria were usually advanced rabbinic texts
beyond the instructional level of most classes in the Ets Haim, indicating
that the general use of the Livraria was left to a relatively small number of
scholars.
The level of Ets Haim book collecting far surpassed contemporary Jewish
institutions elsewhere, though wealthy Jews in Amsterdam and abroad did
amass greater collections.20 At a time when a skilled worker in Amsterdam
earned about three hundred florins a year,21 Ets Haim officials spent tens
of thousands of florins on books for students, instructors, classrooms, and
what became a formal library (Table 2).22 They acquired single volumes for
huge sums in order to provide its religious intellectual elite with superb resources. For example, in 1738, the Ets Haim spent sixteen florins on a copy
of Ohel Ya‘akov, the responsa of former chief rabbi Jacob Sasportas.23 That
sum, greater than most purchases but not unique, amounted to more than
half of a skilled worker’s monthly salary.24 Although most volumes purchased, including prayer books (ma hzorim)
and Bibles (humashim),
were
.
.
issued in large print runs and cost between one and three florins, the sheer
number of acquisitions indicated the extent to which Portuguese leadership invested monetarily in their educational mission. Most years, dozens of
students received new texts, as well as tefilin and tsitsit—an indication not
only that pupils retained possession of books and religious objects, but that
officials did not cut costs when it came to the materiality of the educational
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Table 2. The Ets Haim’s fiscal years followed the Hebrew calendar, with the new
year (Rosh Hashanah) and a new period of documentation variously beginning in
September or October. Thus, a book acquired in the year 5479 according to a rabbinic reckoning may have been acquired anytime between the autumn of 1718 and
the autumn of 1719. For simplicity, the graph lists only the majority Christian year.

system. In addition, the Ets Haim invested in hundreds of supplementary
books outside their normal spending. In 1719, for instance, the institution
spent more than six hundred florins in a single purchase of 656 Talmud
tractates (gemarot)! (Figure 3)25
Casting a wide net, Ets Haim officials acquired books from numerous
sources. The names of Amsterdam’s major publishers of Hebrew books,
such as Proops, Athias, Templo, and Rofe, appear throughout the acquisition lists, indicating instances in which printers sold books directly to the
Ets Haim. Less prominent printers, as well as book dealers, authors, and
editors, likewise peddled their wares. The Dutch Christian printer Herman
Uytwerf sold an unspecified number of books to the Portuguese seminary
on at least one occasion.26 Abraham Sasportas, who issued Ohel Ya‘akov
as a labor of love for his father and was not otherwise involved in publishing, sold the volume to the Ets Haim the year of its publication. Solomon
Levi Maduro made use of his connections within the Yesiba—he had previously attempted to print a prayer book edited by Ets Haim librarian, Isaac
Cohen Belinfante27—to unload humashim,
Psalms, and grammars between
.
28
1744 and 1755. The astounding transaction of more than six hundred
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Figure 3. SAA 334, no. 1052, fol. 206v. Acquisitions in the Ets Haim Yesiba for
the year 5479 (1718–1719). Among other purchases, the page details the procurement of 656 Talmud tractates from Isaac Dias, listing the number of volumes per
tractate. Beneath that is a list of titles purchased from Moses Fermy, including one
volume for twenty-eight florins.
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gemarot came through Isaac Dias, who may have been acting on behalf
of his brother-in-law, the printer Moses Dias.29 Ets Haim instructors and
advanced students may have also visited print shops themselves to select
relevant texts for their classes or studies, returning to the Yesiba with supplies and a receipt for reimbursement.30 In addition, the Livraria received
donations, such as the 164 titles bequeathed by Josiau Tartas in 1773.31 The
varying circumstances of these examples suggests that procurement did not
occur according to a steady plan with a predetermined budget, but rather
evolved according to needs, whims, and possibilities.
Complementing regular and extensive dealings within Amsterdam, the
acquisition lists record the purchase of books printed in the major Hebrew
publishing centers of central Europe, the Italian peninsula, and the Ottoman
Empire. Communal scribes logged few details about acquisitions, making
it difficult to determine when librarians worked with local or international
dealers, with publishers, or at large markets. Certainly, Ets Haim officials
responsible for purchases could have discovered imported imprints in Amsterdam, as print shops frequently stocked books gathered from a variety of
sources, including presses from abroad. At the same time, trade networks
and familial relationships furthered the Ets Haim’s reach. For instance, David Meldola, the son of rabbi Raphael Meldola and a scholar in the Medras
Grande for several years, acted as mediator between the Yesiba and his
brother, Abraham, who published Hebrew books in Livorno.32 In addition,
officials occasionally acquired texts printed outside of Amsterdam in bulk,
probably amassed through a series of middlemen in the wide diasporic web
of Portuguese Jewry. At least nine books from Istanbul, Salonika, and Venice arrived in 1719;33 twenty titles mostly printed in central Europe entered
the library in 1726;34 and a handful of volumes issued in Constantinople,
Salonika, and Livorno appeared together in 1776.35 In the record books,
scribes indicated a common transactional origin by grouping titles together,
either offset from the main list or in a single line-item entry. These and other
cases stand out from many dealings with Amsterdam book suppliers and
printers, because they explicitly state titles and only occasionally mention
vendors. Avoiding the seller’s name suggests that acquisitions from abroad
occurred piecemeal, the specifics of which were not crucial for institutional
memory. Concurrently, unlike with both large and small deals within Amsterdam, scribes were generally careful to note a book’s title in these cases,
as if each volume acquired in a batch of books from outside the city were
especially valued.
In contrast to regular acquisition of the many Bibles, Talmuds, and prayer
books for routine instruction and activity in the Yesiba, sporadic purchases
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of particular rabbinic texts, usually as lone copies, reflected the Ets Haim’s
attempt to build its library and support Portuguese scholarship. It seems
likely that librarians and rabbis worked together to develop the Livraria,
with the former conferring with the latter about available purchases and
the latter requesting particular titles. The men involved set their sights on
titles firmly defined as rabbinic. Despite the diverse intellectual climate in
northwestern Europe, in which millenarian and heterodox ideas challenged
the status quo from opposite poles and which Western Sephardim both absorbed and impacted, the acquisition lists do not show an intentional mystical, pietistic, or Enlightenment turn in the Yesiba or its library. Rather, they
demonstrate an active program to obtain sophisticated but orthodox texts
appropriate for advanced halakhic study in the Medras Grande. In particular, the Livraria sought volumes of responsa and commentaries of various
genres by the most prolific and authoritative rabbinic authors of the era.
Print technology facilitated an explosion of new rabbinic texts in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and Ets Haim officials frequently acquired books shortly after publication. Examples from Amsterdam, Berlin,
Constantinople, Livorno, Venice, and elsewhere include:
1. Birkat ha-Zevah. (Amsterdam, 1669), commentary on Talmud
by Aaron Samuel Kaidanover, purchased 1670.36
2. Lehem
Mishneh (Amsterdam, 1703), commentary on Mishneh
.
Torah by Abraham de Boton, purchased 1704.37
3. Devar Shemuel (Venice, 1702), responsa by Samuel Aboab, purchased 1704.38
4. Shu”t Rema (Amsterdam, 1710), responsa by Moses Isserles,
purchased 1711.39
5. Bene Haye
(Constantinople, 1717), legal rulings on Arba‘ah
.
Turim by Hayim ben Menahem Algazi, purchased 1719.40
6. Sha‘are Dura (Jessnitz, 1724), by Isaac ben Meir Dueren, purchased 1726.41
7. Hidushe
Halakhot (Berlin, 1725), by Samuel Edels, purchased
.
1726.42
8. Dat va-Din (Constantinople, 1726), homilies by Eliezer ben Nissim Shangi, purchased 1728.43
9. Be’er Hetev (Amsterdam, 1730), commentary on Shulhan
.
‘Arukh, purchased 1731.44
10. Mayim Hayim
(Amsterdam, 1730), novellae by Hezekiah da
.
Silva, purchased 1731.45
11. Peri Hadash
(Amsterdam, 1730), commentary on Shulhan
.
.
‘Arukh by Hezekiah da Silva, purchased 1731.46
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12. Mayim Rabim (Amsterdam, 1737), responsa by Raphael Meldola, purchased 1738.47
13. Ohel Ya‘akov (Amsterdam, 1737), responsa by Jacob Sasportas,
purchased 1738.48
14. Makom Shemuel (Altona, 1738), responsa by Samuel Ashkenazi, purchased 1739.49
15. Divre Yosef (Livorno, 1742), responsa by Joseph Ergas, purchased 1744.50
16. Aderet Eliyahu (Livorno, 1742), novellae by Immanuel Hai Ricchi, purchased 1744.51
17. Shemesh Tsedakah (Venice, 1743), responsa by Samson Morpurgo, purchased 1745.52
18. Yam Shel Shelomoh [Gitin] (Berlin, 1761), by Solomon Luria,
purchased 1763.53
19. Ture Zahav [Hoshen
Mishpat] (Berlin, 1766), by David ben
.
Samuel ha-Levi, purchased 1767.54
20. Pene Yehoshu‘a (Fuerth, 1785), by Jacob Joshua Falk, purchased 1786.55
It appears that the Ets Haim generally secured books from Amsterdam the
very year of publication, from German cities within a year or two, from
Livorno and Venice in approximately two years, and from Constantinople
and Salonika in at least two years. The Livraria’s fame undoubtedly drew
the attention of authors, editors, printers, and dealers, both in and outside
of the city, who recognized the Yesiba’s interest in new rabbinic scholarship.
Of course, the interval between publication and acquisition by the
Ets Haim varied. Mordecai ben Judah ha-Levi’s Darkhe No‘am (Venice,
1697),56 Samuel Shalem’s Melekh Shalem (Salonika, 1769),57 and an edition
of Joseph Karo’s Bet Yosef [Yoreh De‘ah] (Dyrenfurth, 1791)58 all arrived
in the Yesiba the year they were printed. Still others arrived decades or even
centuries after publication, such as:
1. Nefutsot Yehuda (Venice, 1589), sermons by Judah Moscato,
purchased 1674.59
2. Sifte Yeshenim (Amsterdam, 1680), bibliography of Hebrew
books by Sabbatai Bass, purchased 1700.60
3. She’elot u-Teshuvot of Moses de Trani (Venice, 1629), purchased 1701.61
4. [Responsa] of Solomon ben Abraham ha-Kohen (Salonika,
1586; or Venice, 1592; or Salonika, 1594), purchased 1719.62
5. Yafe To’ar Vayera (Constantinople, 1648), by Samuel ben Isaac
Yaffa, purchased 1719.63
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6. Sedeh Yehoshua (Constantinople, 1662), commentary on
Zera‘im by Joseph Raphael Benveniste, purchased 1719.64
7. Heshek
Shelomoh (Venice, 1623), commentary on Proverbs by
.
Solomon ben Tsemah Duran, purchased 1726.65
8. Zekukin de-Nura (Prague, 1676), commentary on Tana de-ve
Eliyahu by Samuel ben Moses Heida, purchased 1726.66
9. [Babylonian Talmud] (Frankfurt, 1715–1722), purchased
1763.67
10. Mirkevet ha-Mishneh (Frankfurt-an-der-Oder, 1551), commentary on the Mishneh Torah, purchased 1767.68
11. Bene David (Constantinople, 1738), legal rulings by David Falkon purchased 1776.69
12. Hazon
Nahum
(Constantinople, 1748), commentary on Ke.
.
doshim by Eliezer ben Jacob Nahum, purchased 1793.70
Even more than the acquisition of newly published material, purchasing
older books depended on a nexus of availability, funding, collection gaps,
and institutional interest. Evidence from a 1719 transaction, in which the
Ets Haim obtained three of the volumes listed above, suggests that librarians
selected individual books from larger lots. One title, purchased for an astonishing twenty-eight florins, indicates an awareness of rarity and, thereby, an
ascription of cultural value (Figure 3).71
Nevertheless, the material value of something deemed “rare” did not
overshadow its textual significance. In their aggregate, the acquisition lists
rarely record a single title more than once because texts rather than editions mattered to the Yesiba. The willingness to expend significant funds
for single volumes, be they recently authored or published decades earlier,
reflected a primary interest in alleviating knowledge gaps. Buying a second
or third edition of a given work served the same purpose as acquiring a first
edition and, despite systematic procurement of innumerable copies of Bibles
and prayer books for students, the Livraria itself did not regularly receive
reprinted texts. As such, the book collection of the Ets Haim functioned
more as a rabbinic library of recorded texts than a rabbinic library of recorded editions.
This research highlights the role that book collecting played in the growth
of the Ets Haim Yesiba, and in the development of Portuguese rabbinic culture more generally. The acquisition records show that the religious and
intellectual pursuits of Western Sephardic scholars coincided with the Ets
Haim’s investment in textual resources. The highest expenditures occurred
between 1700 and 1740, when officials purchased many more books than
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in the decades prior to or following that period. Not coincidentally, between
the 1720s and 1750s, the Medras Grande’s advanced students and instructors regularly participated in the publishing of rabbinic texts at Amsterdam presses.72 They authored and edited books, including new manuscripts
brought from abroad, and published hundreds of their own halakhic rulings
(pesakim) in the Hebrew serial Peri ‘Ets Hayim
(Fruit of the Tree of Life)
.
(Figure 4).73
The Livraria’s 1764 shelf list,74 atypically recorded in a small manuscript
codex rather than within a communal register, indicates that decades of
targeted collecting had enabled the Ets Haim to amass a reference library
sufficiently deep and broad to facilitate this work.75 The list recorded a few
examples of Bible commentaries,76 philosophical treatises,77 and kabbalistic texts,78 as well as unspecified editions of Mekhilta79 and the Jerusalem
Talmud,80 and at least three editions of the Babylonian Talmud.81 However,
Talmudic novellae, responsa, law codes, and their associated commentaries dominated its shelves. Important medieval works included Moses ben
Jacob of Coucy’s Sefer Mitsvot Gadol,82 the collection of ritual and civil law
Kol Bo,83 the writings of Solomon Ibn Adret (Rashba, c. 1235–c. 1310),84
and at least two editions of Isaac Alfasi’s influential legal code (Hilkhot haRif).85 An entire page of the manuscript records the Livraria’s collection of
“Arambamim”—various editions and volumes of the Mishneh Torah, the
monumental law code of Maimonides (Rambam, 1138–1204). The prominence of Maimonides, Alfasi, and Adret signify efforts to reclaim halakhic
and spiritual aspects of the community’s Sephardic heritage, which had been
lost in the generations between conversion to Christianity and re-Judaization in Amsterdam.86 In addition, librarians collected dozens of volumes
of responsa, including those of Bezalel Ashkenazi, Moses di Trani, Joseph
Trani, Joseph Colon, Jacob Ibn Habib, Moses Galante, Moses Isserles, Jair
Bacharach, Jacob Sasportas, Samuel Aboab, Tsevi Ashkenazi, and Raphael
Meldola.
The Livraria’s vast holdings of responsa in particular reflected the Medras Grande’s deliberately broad rabbinic focus. Intensified rabbinicization
among elite Portuguese scholars necessitated engagement with the vast and
intricate corpus of Ashkenazic legal sources, particularly as centers of Jewish life and scholarship shifted to eastern Europe in the eighteenth century.
The old and new titles enumerated above also show appreciation for rabbinic voices emanating from northern Italy, which produced a thriving collaborative halakhic culture during the same period.87 In their quest to build
a superb rabbinic library, the keepers of the Ets Haim overlooked notions
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Figure 4. Title page, Peri ‘Ets Hayim
(Fruit of the Tree of Life). Image provided
.
by Ets Haim—Livraria Montezinos, Amsterdam (EH 4 F 8). For much of the eighteenth century, the Ets Haim Yesiba annually published twelve or thirteen halakhic
essays (pesakim) composed by advanced students in the Medras Grande.
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of the Naçao’s exclusivity and exhibited a level of “library awareness”88—
consciousness of extant literature—that potentially surpassed most other
Jewish communities in early modern Europe.
In fact, as I have argued elsewhere, long-term rabbinicization broadened
the community’s cultural horizons.89 From the early seventeenth century, the
Mahamad had impeded Western Sephardic interaction with Jews of other
ethnicities, especially poor Ashkenazim arriving from central and eastern
Europe.90 Rules governed intermarriage, ritual, poor relief, and education,
including in the Ets Haim, where Jews of Ashkenazic and Italian origin were
officially denied entry at least until 1728.91 However, initial concern for
primary education made way for an interest in training rabbis, necessitating
absorption of the breadth and depth of rabbinic literature. Countering the
more prominent narrative of secularization as modernization, the Naçao’s
official turn towards traditional texts in the Ets Haim led to the internalizing
of orthodox ideas, which thereby altered social and intellectual life.
Yet there is some question as to the extent to which the Livraria was
utilized. Though tasked with producing their own legal rulings in Peri ‘Ets
Hayim,
advanced students in the Medras Grande rarely cited or engaged
.
with newly published rabbinic sources.92 They followed a given format; addressed issues surrounding business, kinship, and ritual; and employed Talmud, codes, and occasional responsa in their essays. However, contemporary authoritative halakhic voices are virtually absent from the community’s
flagship publication. That is not to say Portuguese rabbinic scholars were
incapable of excelling outside the confines of the Ets Haim. The textual
aptitude and literary output of Moses Zacut in the seventeenth century and
David Meldola in the eighteenth century more than equaled most of their
contemporaries, although the former became most influential as a kabbalist
in Mantua and the latter never earned a place in the rabbinic pantheon. Further research into the activities of the Medras Grande, situating Portuguese
rabbinic scholarship within the wider study of halakhah in the early modern
period, may shed light on the discrepancy between collection development
and literary output. At present, it seems that Ets Haim officials intended the
active use of the Livraria, but its consumption depended upon the desire of
instructors and ultimately students to apply and shape the newly acquired
knowledge.
Indeed, mass procurement of traditional Jewish texts did not compel
Portuguese Jewry to wholly turn toward religious conservatism. Decade
after decade, from Amsterdam to London to the Caribbean, members of
the Western Sephardic diaspora were generally lax in ritual observance.93
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Miriam Bodian and Yosef Kaplan have stressed that personal religious freedom prevailed in Portuguese society so long as it did not adversely affect
the community,94 and Tirtsah Levie Bernfeld has discovered evidence that
Portuguese Jews in need of funds actually pawned sacred texts, including
Bibles and prayer books.95 It is quite possible that hundreds or even thousands of books acquired by the Ets Haim ended their journeys on students’
shelves with limited impact. The dissonance between mass collection and
distribution of texts and their lack of use or relevance may stem from the
Naçao’s chief emphases on mercantilism and the relatively recent (rather
than medieval) aspects of its Iberian past. After all, out of a Portuguese nation of thousands, relatively few involved themselves in studying, publishing, and utilizing the Livraria.96 Despite encouragement from the Mahamad,
Western Sephardic rabbinic writings did not (and were not intended to)
reach a vast audience; the pesakim published annually in Peri ‘Ets Hayim,
for instance, appeared in print runs of only a dozen copies, indicating an
extremely limited readership.97
Thus it appears that Portuguese Jewry as a whole sustained a traditional
educational system as a sort of existential ideal, with intensified religious
sentiment and activity embodied in (though not necessarily confined to) the
Medras Grande. Books, as objects of a religious essence, played a primary
role in that process. As the community of former Conversos grew, so did
the need to define and articulate its Jewishness—and the Ets Haim stood
as a testament to that end. The availability of rabbinic texts influenced its
educational platform, while the books themselves—studied or merely possessed—provided “new Jews” with a historical identity and the means to
own an ideal. For its intellectual elite, the comprehensive rabbinic library
linked Portuguese scholars to the larger Jewish world textually, halakhically,
and spiritually. The apparent ease with which officials procured material
from major Jewish printing centers near and far minimized the geographic
and ultimately emotional distance between members of the community and
Jews without Converso heritage. Likewise, acquiring old or rare imprints
provided access to a historical continuum from which the consciousness
of Western Sephardim had been severed. Accordingly, book acquisition as
a communal project facilitated a sense of shared, multi-tiered, and multifaceted communal identity.
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